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Editor's Log
Since the last edition of the Switchstand in July, we When you make that kind of impression on people,
have had a busy summer with tour buses and
we know that we are doing something right.
regular runs, and we have done well. One great
Thanks to all who made this happen!
case in point; on Sunday Sept 27, we had a great
group of people, most all from the northern part of We also have endured the kinks in our rail, most
the state in the Cleveland area, most all were
notably, on the Byesville curve, and below SR 313,
Slovak, and a number of them had relatives that
and now this is all about to change, because at
had worked in the Guernsey Valley coal field.
some date in October, we will be able to increase
our run all the way to the first crossing on SR 146,
Dave Adair, earlier in the day had presented them and those bothersome kinks will be a thing of the
with one of his “Super Slide Shows” and they were past. Though the cost will be high, this is
really pumped up when they got to Byesville and something that we most certainly could “not have
on the train.
afforded not to do”. The potential for something
They were among the most attentive people I have undesirable was a very real threat. By the grace of
ever seen on the train, as they asked many
God, we were spared.
questions, and Dave and Steve, they were most
certainly at their best in their presentations. In fact, The Acme Construction Company people are true
on that day in addition to being great narrators, also professionals, as their work on our line will be
they were great entertainers. After the ride, you
precise, as it has been in the past. Thanks to all of
could see it in their faces, that they had, had a great them. Also the court assigned people have done us
day.
well, and we thank them. The people from the
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NCCI were enthusiastic hard workers, without
them the task would have taken much longer, and
been more expensive. We are very grateful to all
these people, and we wish them the very best.

steam engines, as they are like a love potion that
draws everyone to them. We will see them again.
You never know, perhaps things could happen that
could permit us to run a “Polar Express” from
Zanesville to Cumberland with a steamer. Wouldn’t
Also, because of the kindness of the pipeline
that be just so neat?
people, we stand to have some more pipe donated Don’t ever stop hoping and dreaming.
to us, because we certainly can make use of it.
Thanks to them.
Well, the next “Switchstand” will be out in January.
Hate to think of winter, snow, ice and the worst of
This should take care of our problems on the track, all, no trains. Hopefully we’ll be able to duplicate
hopefully once and for all, barring anymore adverseour Valentine’s Day romantic run next year.
weather occurences with excess water. I don’t even
want to mention the dirty word “flood”. I do
I don’t know if there is a tentative date when our
believe that our placing of drain tile in strategic
new meeting room will be ready to be used for that
places, particularly on the Byesville to C & M
purpose. Maybe we can look to having a “bash” the
Junction end will significantly reduce that
first time we use it. You know, meeting, food, slide
likelihood. And additionally on a cheerful note, the shows and possibly movies.
first crossing on SR 146 is almost halfway to
Cumberland! When you look back to just a year
Additionally, I almost forgot, due to advancing age,
ago, we were wondering if we were going to be
but the Locomotive, tender in the garage on the
able to get the right of way cut. It seems that when float looks SUPBERB !!!!, and that does not seem
we get to the crossing at Bethel Church, that should to do it justice. It is magnificent, the awesome
be halfway to Cumberland. So we just have to claw modifications that were made to it, the beautiful
our way ahead, and it will happen, then from
golden painting on the tender. It reminds me so
Cumberland, up to Prentice.
much of the “Marietta”. May we have great fun
displaying our product in all kinds of parades.
Most certainly, it is disappointing not to be able to Simply awesome job !!!
have a steam engine this year, but we will have
steamers again. I believe that there are great times
ahead for us with those magnificent things, that
seem to be living as they sound as if they are
breathing as they sit on the track. Everyone loves

The Marietta Brand New at the Baldwin Locomotive Works – July 1870
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From: C. Carlson
Station Masters Report for the 3rd quarter of 2009 (July, August, and September).
BSRW ridership was 2305 passengers: (July: 1205, August 526 and September 574)
The number of buses for this period was 21.

Dave Adair’s very neat story is now continued from the July edition:
And now we pick up the train ride from Cambridge let PRR trains over onto the B&O, as the PRR had
to Caldwell on the PRR back on Sept. 9, 1915.
track age rights to switch three coal mines on that
Actually it seems that this could very well be so
line. As was usually the case a PRR train of coal
real, and anything but imaginary.
had reached N-cabin from Walhonding No. 2 and
was still crossing the main track which we were on.
In the last issue, we stopped for a three month
The semaphore signal indicated red which was
layover at N-cabin or C&M Junction, so everyone called out by the fireman and repeated by the
climb aboard and here we go………….Our
engineer “redboard” as this was the customary
engineer kept the speed at 12 mph, but soon closed rules of enginemen to each announce the color or
the throttle upon nearing a place known as N-cabin, position of a signal. Our train slowed to a stop 300
one fourth of a mile northwest of Pleasant City.
feet from the crossover track and after a ten minute
Here the tracks of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad delay the semaphore signal changed to clear and we
cross at grade over the Pennsylvania and the
were off to Pleasant City. During our 10 minute
N.M.P.&T. Co. The Pennsylvania manned a
delay I must mention that the speedy interurban car
telegraph station here for the benefit of the two
we had previously mentioned was also waiting for
steam roads each knowing where the others trains the train to pass in front of it. Within the delay our
might be working and what mines. A switch track fireman stepped down from the locomotive and
called an “interchange” connecting the two roads walked over to the electric car to chat with the
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motorman and conductor who were not fifty feet
away. The engineer told me that motorman Lerner
and our fireman were neighbors back in
Cambridge.

shovel, carry it with legs spread wide in order to
keep my balance and then insert it into the firebox
was too much for my locomotive crew friends to
keep a straight face. My first attempt to tramp on
the petal to open the doors I missed. When the door
Our train soon passed the neat brick depot off to thewas finally opened most of the coal on my shovel
right in Pleasant City. It’s semaphore signal
had already fallen off and when I tried to throw the
displayed a clear signal. Off to our left a large
contents into the firebox, not one piece went in.
building was told me to be the Ohio Valley Glass Instead it bounced off of the backhead much to the
Insulator Company. Just past that factory a switch laughter and knee slapping of my friends. By the
track led off also to the left which I also learned
time I had mastered reaching the coal pile and back
was the old track to the now abandoned
to feed the locomotive we had lost so much steam
Walhonding No. 1 mine. The track was now used pressure so as our train was losing speed and the
for occasional cattle loading or supplies and
fireman stepped down to take over. At that time I
groceries destined for Sarahsville a few miles away.had my third scare. As I was walking back humbly
It was now 6:05 AM, but enough daylight for me to to my seat, a twist of the locomotive threw me off
see a cast iron mile post in the ground off to the
balance where as I slipped on a piece of coal and
right. “Mile post 47” shouted the engineer, “exactly was heading out of the locomotive gangway feet
10 miles from the shops in Cambridge, it’s also the first in the air. Like a cat after a bird the fireman
Guernsey and Noble County line. Our train speed grabbed my collar as I was making my untimely
increased to 15 then 20 m.p.h., when we reached 25 exit. We both fell to the deck and bumped heads
the locomotive was noticeably swaying from side amid more laughter from our engineer.
to side making it difficult for our fireman to
maintain his balance while feeding the hungry
Engineer McKee then slowed our train speed even
locomotive. As I snickered at the fireman which
more, for we were approaching the Glenwood
was a mistake he asked me if I would “like to
block station where according to the arm on the
shovel a little coal”. Not wishing to be called a
semaphore signal we were to obtain more train
sissy or anything worse I reluctantly took hold of orders on the fly(without stopping). “Yellow board”
the shovel and prepared myself to wield the black shouted each of our crew to each other. At that time
diamonds into the firebox. I noticed the engineer our fireman pointed off to the left to an abandoned
readjust his sitting position so as to better watch me coal tipple and said it was the old Glenwood or
become a fireman. “Put these gloves on first and “Lattibuck” mine. I then watched our engineer
keep your legs spread apart as you walk from the reach out his window and snag our train orders
tender to the firebox and toss in the real estate”
from the operator who stood on the ground as our
(coal) said the fireman. He then took a squirt hose train steamed by. The new orders as they were read
and watered down the deck plate as it was
aloud to the fireman stated in part that we were to
becoming dusty. “To open the firebox door, just
run on into Caldwell and take siding instead of
tramp on this petal, it opens the butterfly doors. I Belle Valley.
will watch the water gauge, you just try and keep
the steam needle up around 200”. He then sat on Within the 44 car siding at Glenwood was another
his seat box, lit up a cigar and grinned. Easy for
train of empties destined for the mine at Belle
him to tell me what to do, it was several steps
Valley. The only reason it was in the siding was on
between the coal pile and the firebox door which I account of a hot journal box which the train crew
soon found out might as well be in the next car
were repacking. Speed restrictions at this place
back.
allowed for no more than 10 m.p.h. as our train
quickly entered the Glenwood Tunnel. I had then
To scoop ten to fifteen pounds of coal onto a
realized why the engine crew had closed the
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windows and dropped the canvas curtain behind the several of the coal cars so they could not move.
cab. Immediately the temperature within the cab Then in about five minutes one of the brakemen
rose. Within the confines of the tunnel the
uncoupled the first box car behind our tender from
clearance between the smokestack and the tunnel the rest of our train and also from the tender. He
ceiling was not one foot. All smoke, gas and
then climbed up the side ladder to the top of the car
cinders quickly bounced off the ceiling and down and positioned himself beside the brake wheel. He
around the engine itself while the steam exhaust
then waved our engineer the highball signal and in
from the cylinders also quickly filled the tunnel. To turn the engineer pulled the locomotive forward
say the least, breathing became extremely difficult. past the switch track and stopped in front of the
As the grade is downhill through the tunnel and our Ava Depot with it’s signal set for red. Meanwhile
train was classified as empty according to our
our fireman had gotten off and switched the track
fireman who was yelling into my ear but not visible behind our locomotive so as to align the track for
one foot away “this was compared to what the
the lone box car with the brakeman decorating the
return trip would be like”. At that point I smiled
top. The brakeman then released the hand brake on
while trying to hold my breath for I would not be the car and it began to roll down the grade toward
riding back to Cambridge on this train. As we
us at about 5 mph. It switched onto the side track
exited the south portal of the tunnel and all drew a and then the brakeman began to brake the car to a
deep breath of fresh air with our heads stuck out thestop by turning the brake wheel clockwise. Upon
opened windows, I stated to the fireman that it muststopping the car at exactly the right spot on the
have been 150 degrees Fahrenheit within the cab of short track the brakeman then climbed down off the
the locomotive and he assured me that it was pretty car, walked over to the rear of our standing
close to that guess.
locomotive with tender, crossed our track, climbed
aboard the tender steps and gave our engineer the
Rounding a reverse curve and off to the left stood back up signal. Meanwhile our fireman had
the Noble Brick Works where millions of paving realigned the track so as we could recouple onto
bricks were being made for the new roads of Noble our standing train. Upon recoupling and attaching
and Guernsey counties. Each brick I was told has the air hoses both brakemen went back over the
“NOBLE” embossed on its face. Down the incline cars and released all of the hand brakes they had
track, seven cars were spotted at the warehouse
previously set.
platforms being loaded for shipment.
A mile further down the grade and the town of Ava In a few minutes the air was pumped back into the
was reached. At milepost 42 a switch track led west lines enough so that a test could be made with the
to the Detroit Mine. Our train then slowed and
air brakes. When it was found to be satisfactory,
stopped on the slight downhill grade at about one our engineer then gave two sharp blasts from the
fourth of a mile from the Ava Depot.
whistle revealing that we were ready to get
underway. A familiar hand signal from the caboose
“Why are we stopping here” I asked the fireman. told us all was ready from the rear, and with that,
He stated that this is where we had to leave the car our engineer eased out on the throttle pulling our
of machinery and that it had to go into the house train with one less car. As we passed the box car on
track, but it’s connection with the main line was at the adjacent track the Ava operator had already
the north end so we had to make a “flying switch”. changed the signal to clear and the station agent
I did not understand what he meant, but decided to had already opened the box car door, where a
wait and see.
wagon with a heavy team of horses were preparing
to back up to the open door.
As I looked back over the tops of our empty cars
from a vantage point atop the coal pile I noticed the It was now 8:25 AM and our train was winding
two brakemen tightening the brake wheels on
along giving view to some beautiful scenery. It is
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now impossible to look back from our engine and soon as we backed down onto the main, far enough
view the caboose. Because of the many curves, one to clear that switch point, our engineer stopped
could only count six to eight cars back before the again. Our locomotive was now facing north
remainder of the train disappeared around the bend. toward our own train. After switching the track and
I noticed our speed as a steady 15 mph.
again climbing onto the front of the locomotive
steps, our brakeman gave us the highball and we
Soon we reached the community of Coal Ridge.
chugged north on the main line to recouple onto
There was no depot there, only a three sided shelter our standing train. By then the other brakeman had
for passengers but our fireman stated as he pointed switched the first track back to line up with our
out his side of the cab. “The Laura Mine could fill approaching locomotive and soon we rejoined our
over 50 cars a day” I asked where a weed covered train. But as stated, with our locomotive in reverse.
track went, pointing to the same side of the cab and I learned this switching maneuver is known as
he told me that it went to the now abandoned
having “Yd” the locomotive.
Golden Rod Mine. Passing through Coal Ridge I
counted no less than forty homes and several stores With our locomotive now in reverse pulling our
along the main streets.
train, we left upper Belle Valley and in a few
minutes reached the Belle Valley siding and depot.
As we steamed south we began to cross and recross This, I was told was lower Belle Valley. As our
Duck Creek several times as its source is near Ava. train orders stated, we were to run on into
In a few short minutes our engineer slowed out
Caldwell, none the less our fireman yelled across
train speed and we were approaching upper Belle the cab “Clear Board!” and Mr. McKee
Valley where the big Imperial Mine was located. I acknowledged by stating the same. I stuck my head
was told that over 500 men worked underground at out the engineers side to see the semaphore signal
two different levels mining coal.
showing clear.
At this mine a “Y” track was also used used by the Now, paralleling us on another railroad was the
railroad to turn locomotives around, instead of
Ohio River and Western, a three foot gauge line
running them in reverse back to Cambridge. At the which ran between Bellaire and Zanesville for 112
north leg of the “Y” track(which in reality was
miles. In part it passed through Caldwell, Belle
actually connected at the two tips of the Y) our
Valley, and Cumberland as it headed west. In places
train stopped and one of our brakemen then
it ran very close to the PRR. The depot at Belle
uncoupled the cars from our locomotive and tender. Valley was shared by both roads. The PRR tracks
He then walked ahead of the locomotive and
ran to the east side of the structure while the slim
switched the track so that we could head into the gauge tracks ran to the west.
north leg of the “Y”. After receiving a highball
An O.R.&W. freight train was at the depot and
signal our engineer eased the big hog (locomotive) several flat cars were on the transfer tracks where
a few hundred feet to a second switch. Here the
Noble bricks were being transferred by hand from a
brakeman, who was riding the front steps of our
standard gauge car to those on an O.R.&W.
engine, stepped off and switched a second track
Positioned on the depot platform were railway
that our engine had just passed over to align our
express carts with what I would guess to be over 50
direction of travel from west to south onto the
five gallon cream cans awaiting shipment to a diary
south leg of the “Y”. Upon receiving the reverse in Zanesville.
signal from the brakeman, our engineer reversed
the engine and slowly switched onto the south leg a As we passed the busy place, the two engineers
few hundred feet and stopped. Our busy brakeman greeted each other with friendly blasts from their
then switched a third track so that we could once whistles. Two and a half miles down the Duck
again enter the main line leading to Belle Valley. As Creek Valley and off to our left stood the big
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Florence Mine. As we passed the mine at 10 mph, will be here in Caldwell on the advertised(on
we counted 18 loaded cars beneath the tipple on the schedule), he is blowing for the upper Belle Valley
load tracks, but before we could work the mine we crossing, be here in ten minutes.”
first had to take siding at Caldwell to let the
southbound passenger train by.
At about that time I thought it time to exit the
Our orders then stated we had to switch the car of interior of this hot steam locomotive with its
coal oil (kerosene) into the Standard Oil spur. We informative kind crew and put my notes together
then had to spot a box car of supplies into the
for a story.
Caldwell Mining Car Company. As we crossed a After a warm handshake from the calloused hands
high bridge at Florence our fireman climbed back of the engine crew, I climbed down off the left side
onto the tender, opened a hatch and peered down of the locomotive nearly onto Main Street, and only
into the tank to reveal that we had enough water to a few feet from the Caldwell depot and mile post
make it past the Florence water tank and into
35.
Caldwell.
It was running through my mind that I had been
We then crossed at grade over the narrow gauge
railroading seven and one half hours, counted seven
railroad tracks where the crew told me all O.R.&W. other trains on my trip south and had a couple
trains had to first stop before crossing this railroad startling experiences.
and unlock a derail clamp, then phone the Caldwell As I turned to wave to the crew I noticed the
PRR Depot for permission to cross. Beside the
fireman coating his shovel with lard again as he
derail a thing the railroaders called a smash board yelled to me, “You sure you don’t want to switch
with red lights protected the crossover.
the mine with us?” I told them “no thanks” and that
Upon reaching the Noble County seat our head
I knew that they could do the work without my
brakeman who had been riding in the engine cab help. The engineer then leaned out the window and
since Belle Valley swung down to the ground, ran asked me how I was going to get back to
forward and switched the track so our train could Cambridge.
take siding as with such ease as he had done earlier
in Byesville. He stood near the switch as our train I yelled up to him and said “after walking into town
slowly passed by until we were in the siding and for lunch, I would probably catch the next narrow
then he closed the switch. He then climbed aboard gauge train to Cumberland. From there I would
the caboose and disappeared inside. In the distance take the Eastern Ohio Railroad to Lore City and
I heard a long high pitch wail of a locomotive,
from there ride the Baltimore and Ohio on into
while our engineer pulled out his pocket watch and Cambridge.”
noted the time as 10:26 a.m. “Looks like No. 408 But, that would be another story…………..

From Byesville Curve Looking up to where our Station is Now – October 10, 1985
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In searching for any information in 1898 about the placing of No. 5 bridge over Wills Creek, I couldn’t
find anything, however I did fine this interesting article on No. 4 bridge in the Republican Press of
Cambridge in Jan. 1898. Remember that in 1898, No.4 bridge was a wooden structure.

INTO THE CREEK
AN UNKNOWN MAN STRUCK BY A C & M WORK TRAIN AND HURLED
INTO WILLS CREEK. BODY NOT YET FOUND.
FROM SATURDAY’S DAILY
JAN. 15, 1898
Word was received here this morning that an
unknown man, supposed to be a Hungarian, was
struck by the C & M work train engine on bridge
No. 4 two miles north of Pleasant City, this
morning about 6 o’clock and thrown from the
bridge into Wills Creek.

anyone but heard a cry for help coming from under
the bridge. The cry was answered and soon it was
again heard about one hundred yards down the
creek. The men searched for some time but were
unable to find anyone and as the cry was not
repeated it was supposed that the man had
drowned.

Who the man was or where he resided is not known
as the body has not yet been found and probably The train then proceeded to Pleasant City and from
will not be until tomorrow at least, but it is
there word was sent to the shops here. From the
supposed that the man was a coal miner and was on time of the accident until noon search was made for
his way to work.
the body but it was not found and at noon the
search was abandoned. At that point Wills Creek is
About 5:30 this morning the C & M work train in very wide and on account of the heavy rain-fall the
charge of Conductor Phil Davis with Engineer
water is deep and swift. The man’s lantern, and a
Scott Monroe and Fireman Charles Kidd left the shawl or piano cover in a paper sack on which was
shops with the work crew and as they approached printed The Baltimore Clothing Co’s business card,
Bridge No. 4 Engineer Monroe noticed a waving were found in the water near the bank. Mr.
light on the bridge. The whistle was sounded and Thalheimer was seen today and said that nothing
the light was seen to cross the track and then
like the article he had heard described, was sold
disappear. At the time it was very dark and
from his store in this city or in Pleasant City. No. 4
impossible for the trainmen to see far ahead and
bridge is about one hundred feet long, not counting
supposing everything to be alright the train was not the approaches and is a very dangerous place to
stopped.
walk even in the day time.
Suddenly when about halfway across the bridge a A telephone message was received at this office
cry was heard by the engineer and fireman and as from Pleasant City at 1:30 stating that the body had
soon as possible the train was stopped and the men not been found and that it was not known who the
on the train were told that someone had been struck man was. Coroner Daugherty has been notified.
by the engine and hurled into the creek. Hurriedly
the train men climbed from the track to the creek The man who was alleged to have been struck
bank and held their lanterns high above their heads Saturday while walking on Bridge No. 4 near
in the hopes of seeing the man. They could not see Pleasant City by the C & M work train engine and
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knocked into Wills Creek, was Wasil Wasunda, a has not yet been found and the railroad officials
Hungarian, aged about 24 years, who resided at
have abandoned the search but the dead man’s
Margaretsville near Pt. Pleasant. He was unmarried friends are still searching and have offered a reward
and a member of the Slavonish society. The body of $25 for the finding of the body.

#5 Bridge in the 1970's before the Builder's
Plate was stolen. Evidently, previous attempts
had been made. Photo courtesy of Dave Adair

C&M Junction right after 1907 flood. PRR
transfer track on left. B&O track on right.
N-Cabin in center. End of bridge at extreme
right center.

Following are the memoirs of Howard B. Potts who in 1943 published the two books called
“Bittersweet Dreams’ and “Bittersweet Memories”. Howard, at this time was in the latter years of his
life. He had many great memories of the 1890’s when he worked at Trail Run mine as a mule driver,
and haulage engine operator. But his memories of the C&M engines are what is really neat. So far as is
known there are no other known recollections of the engines that were the original ones on this line.
Every one of the engines that he talks about here, at one time or another passed through Byesville, and
right where we are today.
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MEMORIES OF THE TICKLE BENDER RAILWAY (C&M)
Only the oldsters knew the now Pennsylvania
branch railway, back in the seemingly romantic,
Nos. 4 and 5, I remember little about, and the same
(because of changes and times dimming), old days applies to Nos. 7 and 8.
when it was an independent road known as the
“Cleveland & Marietta” Railway.
Nos. 10 and 11 were engines with the tank a solid
part of the structure, instead of the usual separate
Back in the times when I was a lad and autos were tender coupled to the engine. No. 10 was used as a
only a dream, four passenger trains ran daily: one yard engine at Cambridge, unless No. 11, used for
north and one south in the morning, and one each mine service, was in the shop. In that case, No. 10
way again in the evening; each train made a round would sometimes pinch hit for No. 11.
trip between the terminals at Marietta and Dover.
Byesville and Cambridge, being at the central point From their short, peculiar construction, I suspect
on the road, got good service because the morning these two engines were originally built for yard
trains left shortly after breakfast and returned in
service in a steel plant. They were rather light for
time for supper.
mine work. On account of it being necessary that
the dead-ended track beyond the tipples had to be
A regular through freight or pick-up which handled on an upgrade so the empty cars could be “dropped
car lots and empties only, went south to Marietta in” under the tipples by gravity to be filled, and the
each morning and returned in the evening.
fact that in those days, the capacity of cars was
only 15, 20 and 25 tons, where today few hold less
A local freight each way passed each other near
than 55 and most of them 70 tons, it required many
Byesville around noon and both would carry
empties for a days run at a mine like Trail Run,
passengers in the caboose, if a person wished and where, nearly 50 years ago, 70 cars were loaded in
could stand the frequent stops, jars, backing,
a day. So the light engine would often bring a string
switching, and the hard-wood wall seats.
of cars ahead of it which it was unable to get to the
desired place before the drivers would start to slip
No. 1 Engine, earlier the “Bull of the Woods,” was and the engine finally stall. Then they would back
being used on the work train in the days of which I away, sanding the track as they did so, and make
write--the early nineties. No. 2, earlier known as another run for it. Usually after several attempts,
the”Marietta”, I remember seeing very little and it with much spluttering and puffing, they would
was probably one of those machines that are in the accomplish their objective. Should they fail with
hospital most of the time.
their “lazy man’s load”, they would cut the train,
switch part of the cars and make two trips.
Nos. 3, 6, and 9 were the regular passenger
Occasionally two engines (a double header) would
engines. They were beautiful machines and were bring an extra long train. Miners and most
kept painted black with gold lining and the bright everyone usually referred to the mine engine as the
work was always polished and glittery. At first they “shifter”, no matter what engine was used.
had the old style diamond stacks but these were
gradually replaced by the more modern ones as the No. 12 on rare occasions, when no other
locomotives were shopped for repairs. Each of
locomotive was available, pulled a passenger train.
these engines was equipped with a beautifully soft, But this hardworked old critter never received any
coarse, sonorous whistle, superior I always
beauty parlor treatment and, coupled to passenger
believed to the chime whistles used later. (How I’d coaches, reminded one of a heavy draft horse, with
love to hear those old whistles, just once more!)
work harness, hitched to a shiny new phaeton.
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I dearly loved that old girl. I wonder what ever
Nos. 13, 14, 15 and 16 were the regular engines
became of her? Nos. 18 and 19 were sisters and
pulling local and through freight.
were used on the heavy coal drag from Cambridge
northward. They were beauties too. Nos. 20, 21,
No. 17 ? Ah, I shall never forget her! She, the belle and 22 were still newer and heavier engines added
among freight locomotives, was the apple of my to the fleet to take care of the increasing coal trade.
boyish eye! So clean! So up to snuff! So full of
These engines were heavy enough for train men to
pep! Yes, and she possessed the sweetest,
call them “hogs”, a name applied to the more
pleasantest, soothingest, soprano voice that ever
ponderous machines. No. 23, the heaviest
echoed back and forth between the hills bordering locomotive of the lot, was, I am quite sure, the last
Wills Creek Valley! The reason for this heavy
engine purchased by the old company.
majestic appearing engine’s tidiness was the fact
that when circumstances demanded it, she could The Pennsylvania Company took it over. The
proudly pull a passenger train with the best of them equipment was repainted, renamed and
and do it easily and punctually. When there were renumbered. My old pets had lost their identity.
excursions to Chippewa or Meyers Lake, or
Some were removed to other divisions and some
anywhere excursionists were wont to go, Miss 17 junked. Strangers with four of five figure numbers
always led the procession drawing several
took their places. And my boyhood dream was
passenger cars.
shattered.

The two Howard B. Potts books, Bittersweet Dreams and Bittersweet Memories were so graciously
loaned to me by Tuck Netting, to get this awesome information. Many thanks to you Tuck.
Howard B. Potts worked at the old Trail Run Mine (No. 1) back in the 1890’s, first as a mule driver,
then for five years operating a haulage engine. This longest lifed and prolific plant was opened in 1884
and worked out and abandoned in 1924. This was the pioneer machine mine in Guernsey County, Ohio.
A visit to the scene it once covered, after its dismantlement and removal, inspired the following verses.
About all that was left was the scars, and a pile of “red dog”-burned slate which was being trucked
away as road ballast.

THE ANANDONED COAL MINE
Evening shadows gently fall,
Upon a mass of crumbled wall;
Foundation for an engine bed,
An engine that has long been dead,
Cut up with blade of purple flame;
Recast a machine of other name.
Here once a mighty coal works stood,
Where now is slate and scraps of wood;
And naught but ruins all around;
Debris that’s scattered on the ground.
In a moldering gob pile you may find,

An old mule whip, a bridle blind,
A powder can, a sprag, a wheel,
Or broken shovel made of steel.
Reminders of days gone by,
When smoke from boilers reached the sky;
And all around was life and hurry,
As o’er the screen the coal would scurry,
At starting time with crack of whips,
And leather pads upon their hips,
Those drivers made a merry gang,
As in the mine their voices rang,
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The grizzled miner with shovel and pick,
E’en though the powder smoke was thick,
Would load his cars and holler for more,
And cuss the driver and get him sore,
And the driver’d try to “burn him up,”
By shoving cars to the dirty pup.
And thus they’d have it through the day,
So much excitement, work was play.
Then there’s a sadness in my mind,
For in the years of toil and grind,
Those dark damp halls of enterprise,

Required at times a sacrifice,
And some who shift of toil began,
N’er saw the light of day again.
And in these cloistered halls of night,
When work was done by mocking light;
This toiling village underground;
Quite often there were heroes found,
Whose bravery we will never yield,
E’en to those who fought on battle field,
Now naught but silence reigns around,
This deserted spot of useless ground.

C&M Heirlooms
By John Wheeler
I have always considered my interest in railroads to be genetically linked to my Great Grandfather
Charles Lauer who was a section foreman for the Cleveland and Marietta in Warner. This link must
have passed through the generations of our family since he passed away almost 26 years before I was
born.
The following article appeared upon his retirement from the Pennsy in 1922. I do not know the source
of the article, but am assuming that it is from a Marietta news paper. It not only says a lot about the
man, but is also a classic example of newspaper reporting from the era.
“Hard work, honesty, and thrift are the underlying characteristics of every man who ever amounted to
anything,” confided Chas. Lauer of Warner, O to our correspondent on the eve of his retirement
recently, after more than 43 years service. With surcease from active duty comes the satisfaction that
he has proved his philosophy of life by practice. Born on a farm near Warner in 1858, he builded in
his youth a constitution which enabled him to work three days and two nights continuously during the
flood of 1913, when his entire section was washed away and submerged under 18 feet of water. He
entered railroad employ in 1879. At that time there were but six families in Warner. One of his best
friends was General Warner, who helped build the Marietta Division.
It is of interest to note that Mr. Lauer has helped pump his hand car approximately 207,240 miles, or
more than eight times the circumference of the earth. He has helped to drive 324,000 spikes and
replace 52,000 crossties. When he took charge of the track at Warner, the old iron rail was still in use.
On his section, which winds along the rippling waters of Duck Creek, hugging the verdant hills, both
Presidents Taft and Roosevelt, paused for a moment on their tours to view the famous barn built upon a
cliff so that all four sides are in turn visible from the windows of the Marietta Division trains while
rounding a bend, which is excelled only by the famous horseshoe curve near Altoona, Pa.
Our family records show that he was actually born in 1859, not 1858. Anyone familiar with
Washington County will realize that the article is referring to the well known “Five Sided Barn” which
used to stand just north of Warner. I am not sure if the reference to the Horseshoe Curve in Altoona is
based on any fact or just some embellishment by the author. It makes for a good story though! Charles
Lauer passed away in 1929 and is buried in the Salem Township Cemetery south of Lower Salem.
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Over the years, several of his railroad items were saved by members of the family, especially my uncle,
Harold Lauer. When everyone realized that my interest in railroads was for real, these items were
presented to me.
Some of the items that I have in my collection are:
His switch key, stamped PRR.
Three brass switch locks stamped PRR
One brass switch lock stamped C & M Ry.
His PRR retirement lapel pin which is a small enameled keystone marked “C & P Div
Pennsylvania System Veteran.”
 His Hamilton 17 jewel pocket watch which still keeps perfect time to this day, almost 90 years
after his retirement!





The attached photos show some of these items along with a photo of my great grandfather at work with
his crew. (He’s on the right in the photo.)
Also in my collection is a freight bill issued by F.P. Downey, the agent at Byesville on March 6, 1890.
The bill is for moving car #1075 which contained 40,000 pounds of L&N Coal from Cambridge Shops
to Byesville on March 5, 1890. The freight charge was $5.00. There is a copy of this below. There is
also a copy of a blank C & M receipt for capital stock.
I hope you have enjoyed my sharing of memories of my ancestor. One I never knew, but none the less
influenced my fascination with all things railroad. Thanks Grandpa Lauer
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This is at the Minnehaha Mine (1907-27) at Dogtown. The man fourth from the left is Howard B.
Potts who was instrumental in the construction of the “Minnehaha Flyer”, home-built in the
machine shop at the mine, to haul ash out of the boiler room. The Minnehaha mine furnished
power to the Harryette, Murray and to it's sister mine Little Kate No. 2 at Helena about 2 miles
to its south.
The following article was emailed to us by Tim Brown to be used in the Switchstand Newsletter
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Lady unknown, standing on No. 4 bridge.
Interurban trestle at side. Track to Buffalo mine
over lady's shoulder

Miners down in Puritan Mine. Take note how
irritated their noses are from coal dust. The
beginnings of black lung.

Resembles our transfer caboose. Courtesy of Tuck
Netting.

C&M Junction in 1982. Note that it is not grown up
too bad at that time. I was standing just about on the
bridge that is gone today.

Send articles and photos for publication in the
Byesville SwitchStand to
switchstandnewsletter@gmail.com
Jake and Louise Davis, editors
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